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After high school graduation, several of us trooped to UP to enroll in our chosen field. I took up 
B.A. Broadcast Communication, not knowing where it will lead me. Two days before our 1970 
graduation, I was hired as research assistant to help develop a UNESCO manual on 
communication research for developing societies. In 1972 onwards we pioneered in population 
communication through a UNFPA-funded initiative. That same year, I went to the University of 
Hawaii (UH) for a Master’s degree in Communication on an East-West Center scholarship. At 
the UH, I met my husband who was then finishing his Ph.D. in Agronomy. In 1973, we got 
married in Honolulu and lived in Kauai for a few years. In 1976, my husband returned to the 
Philippines as a “Balik Scientist”, a DOST program then. He joined the Visayas State University, 
then Visayas State College of Agriculture (ViSCA).As I had a contractual obligation, I went 
back to UP Diliman and in less than a year, was allowed to go on special detail at ViSCA. This 
meant UP allowed me to serve my contractual obligation and eventually transfer there. Later, I 
did a Ph.D. in development communication at UPLB.  

We have one son, Randy. He holds three BS degrees – agribusiness, information technology and 
nursing. He resides in Makati. 

I am based in Leyte where I am university professor in development communication at VSU at 
Visca, Baybay.  My job involves teaching and communication research on scaling up and 
behavior change communication in ecological engineering and biodiversity conservation in 
Asia. To learn more about my professional work, click on this link:  
http://devcompage.com/?page_id=2841. I plan to retire in  October 2014 or earlier and continue 
working on a project on sustainable land management in Asia.  

 We have a small tropical fruit farm in Ormoc City that bears the sweetest varieties of lanzones, 
rambutan, mangosteen, durian, and Bangkok santol in the months of July to September.   

 


